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BACKGROUND AND AIMS: Very low-calorie ketogenic diets (VLCKDs) have recently gained increasing interest for their anti-
inflammatory effects. Phase angle (PhA), a bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA)-derived measure used as a screening tool to assess
inflammatory status in various clinical conditions has recently been suggested as a novel predictor of inflammatory status in
correlation with high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) levels. PhA’s usefulness in monitoring inflammatory status changes in
patients with obesity during active phase VLCKD has not yet been explored. The aim of this pilot study was to examine the role of
PhA as a biomarker detecting early inflammatory status changes in women with overweight and obesity 1 month into the active
stage of a VLCKD.
METHODS—RESULTS: This uncontrolled, single-center, open-label pilot clinical study investigated 260 consecutively enrolled
Caucasian women aged 18–69 years (BMI 25.0–50.9 kg/m2) after 31 days of an active stage VLCKD. Anthropometric measurements
and PhA were assessed. hs-CRP levels were determined by nephelometric assay. Dietary compliance, physical activity
recommendations, and ketosis status were tested weekly by telephone recall. At Day 31, BMI, WC, and hs-CRP levels were observed
to have decreased (Δ−7.3 ± 2.9%, Δ−6.3 ± 5.0%, and Δ−38.9 ± 45.6%; respectively), while PhA had increased (Δ+8.6 ± 12.5%).
Changes in Δ hs-CRP were significantly correlated with changes in BMI, WC, and PhA (p < 0.001). After adjusting for confounding
variables, the correlation between changes in Δ PhA and Δ hs-CRP remained statistically significant, albeit attenuated (p= 0.024).
CONCLUSION: This is the first study reporting how, along with the expected rapid effect on body weight, PhA changes during
active stage VLKCD occurred very early on and independently of weight loss, and were negatively associated with hs-CRP levels.
These findings further support the VLCKD as a first-line dietary intervention to obtain a rapid effect on the obesity-related
inflammatory status. They also suggest the possible role of PhA as an easy diagnostic tool to detect inflammation, thereby avoiding
blood sampling and expensive biochemical assays. It is also posited that changes in PhA could help nutritionists correctly plan the
different stages of the VLCKD protocol.
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INTRODUCTION
Diet is a mainstay of any lifestyle intervention program to tackle
the obesity epidemic [1]. Among various dietary interventions and
nutritional strategies to manage obesity and its comorbidities,
very low-calorie ketogenic diets (VLCKDs) have recently gained
increasing interest [2–5]. The European Association for the Study
of Obesity (EASO) guidelines defines a VLCKD as a diet that usually
provides less than 800 calories (kcal) per day, no more than
20–50 g/day carbohydrates, and 0.8–1.5 g/kg protein of ideal body
weight [6]. The advantages of VLCKDs are increased satiation and

satiety, and rapid weight loss, both of which help improve patient
compliance [7]. In addition, VLCKDs might also preserve muscle
mass [8], whose critical role in glucose metabolism is well-
established, although this effect is still debatable [6]. VLCKD
treatment is a three-stage multistep protocol: active weight loss,
dietary re-education, and maintenance [9]. The active stage is the
most important VLCKD stage consisting of a very low-calorie
(600–800 kcal/day), with low-carbohydrate intake (20–50 g/day
from vegetables), and low-fat consumption (10 g/day of extra
virgin olive oil). This active stage lasts between 30 to 45 days,
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depending on the individual’s weight loss rate, during which
patients are expected to obtain about 80% of their target weight
loss [9]; as also reported by EASO, the active phase can, however,
last up to 12 weeks [6].
Interestingly, mainly on account of the production of ketone

bodies, VLCKDs have been associated not only with significant
body weight loss but also with anti-oxidant and anti-inflammatory
effects [10, 11], which in turn help to reduce inflammation more
significantly than other nutritional interventions [2, 10, 12], and
ameliorate clinical manifestations of inflammatory diseases, such
as psoriasis [13]. Although VLCKDs are effective for weight loss,
their relationship with inflammation, particularly in the early phase
of the active stage, remains still largely unexplored.
Very recently, Monda et al. [12] reported the short-term anti-

inflammatory effects of a VLCKD in a small case study of patients
with obesity of both genders on the basis of the significant
changes observed in serological markers of inflammation [12].
More appropriate and practical methods of assessing the anti-
inflammatory effects induced by VLCKDs in patients with obesity
have not yet been investigated [6].
Phase angle (PhA) is a bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA)-

derived measure calculated from the arctangent of the reactance
(Xc) and resistance (R) ratio [14]. An indicator of cellular health and
integrity, PhA is therefore a valuable tool for determining the
inflammatory state associated with many diseases [14]. Gender,
age, body mass index (BMI), and nutritional status are the major
determinants of PhA [15]. PhA has been used as a screening tool
to identify inflammation in patients with cancer [16], obesity [17],
type 2 diabetes [18], and hypovitaminosis D [19]. Interestingly,
PhA was negatively associated in a group of older women with
C-reactive protein (CRP), the acute-phase protein most studied as
an inflammatory biomarker for a broad range of pathologic
processes [20], and also found to be independent of common
modifiable and non-modifiable risk factors, such as age and body
composition [21], as well as Prader-Willi syndrome in adults, the
most common genetic cause of obesity [22]. We too reported PhA
to be inversely associated with CRP levels independently of
covariates commonly affecting both PhA and CRP, such as gender,
and adherence to the Mediterranean diet [23]. Our study supports
the hypothesis that PhA might be an easy and reliable measure to
detect inflammation, thereby avoiding expensive biochemical
assays and blood sampling [23]. Very recently, PhA has been
confirmed as a screening technique for inflammatory processes in
chronic diseases, allowing monitoring of subjects at risk for
disease onset or progression [24].
PhA has been previously investigated in patients with obesity

after three sequential 10-day cycles of ketogenic enteral nutrition.
Results obtained at day 50, including 3 treatment cycles,

evidenced that the greater the change in PhA, the greater the
weight loss [25]. However, the usefulness of PhA to monitor
changes in the inflammatory status in patients with obesity
undergoing VLCKDs has not yet been explored, nor have studies
been conducted on whether PhA and CRP modifications appear
early on during the active VLCKD phase.
Given the above, the aim of this pilot study was to examine the

role of PhA as a simple, non-invasive biomarker to detect early
inflammatory status changes in a large sample of women with
overweight and obesity 1 month into the active stage VLCKD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Design and setting
This was an uncontrolled, single-center, open-label pilot clinical study.
Participants were enlisted from May 2020 to September 2021 at the
Obesity Unit (C.I.B.O. and EASO center), Unit of Endocrinology, Clinical
Medicine and Surgery Department, University “Federico II” of Naples. The
study included a total of two visits: at baseline and during active stage
VLCKD after 1 month (31 days) for anthropometric measures, PhA

determinations, and blood sample collection. The research study was
approved by the Federico II Ethical Committee (file no. 50/20) and was
conducted following the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association
(Declaration of Helsinki) for human studies. All subjects were informed of
the study design and purpose, subsequently giving their informed
consent.

Population study
A total of 260 Caucasian women aged 18–69 years, with a BMI between
25.0 and 50.9 kg/m2, wishing to lose weight, with a history of failed dietary
attempts, who had completed the active VLCKD stage, were consecutively
enrolled in this study. Complete medical information was collected from all
participants. Baseline physical activity levels, i.e., at least 30min/day
aerobic exercise (YES/NO), were assessed in all participants. To increase
case study homogeneity, the exclusion criteria were: male gender;
pregnancy or breastfeeding; type 1 and type 2 diabetes mellitus;
administration of anti-inflammatory drugs in the month prior to entering
the study; previous treatment with anti-obesity drugs or bariatric surgery;
clinical conditions that might affect fluid balance or body composition,
including endocrine diseases, in particular menstrual abnormalities, liver or
kidney failure, cancer, immune and inflammatory diseases documented by
a full medical examination and laboratory tests; failure to comply with the
guidelines and non-attendance of follow-up visits. Since the PhA device
may potentially be negatively affected by the field current induced by
impedance measurements, we excluded patients with pacemakers or
implanted defibrillators, and also subjects who had sustained a skin injury
where the BIA electrodes were placed. In addition, participants of
reproductive age were evaluated in early follicular phase, at both at
baseline and follow up (end of the active stage).

Anthropometric measurements
Measurements and assessment were performed by the same staff
member, between 8 a.m. and 10 a.m. after an overnight fast. All
anthropometric measurements were performed with subjects wearing
only light clothing and no shoes. Weight and height were measured for
each subject to calculate BMI (kg/m2). Height was measured to the nearest
0.5 cm using a wall-mounted stadiometer (Seca 711; Seca, Hamburg,
Germany). Body weight was determined to the nearest 0.1 kg using a
calibrated beam scale (Seca 711; Seca, Hamburg, Germany). BMI was
classified according to WHO criteria: Normal weight, 18.5–24.9 kg/m2;
Overweight, 25.0–29.9 kg/m2; Obesity grade I, 30.0–34.9 kg/m2; Obesity
grade II, 35.0–39.9 kg/m2; Obesity grade III 40.0 kg/m [2, 26]. Waist
circumference (WC), according to the NCHS, was obtained using a non-
stretchable measuring tape to the closest 0.1 cm at the narrowest point. In
patients with grade III obesity, or in subjects where no narrowest point of
the waist was visible, WC was taken using a non-stretchable measuring
tape to the nearest 0.1 cm at umbilical level [27]. The measurement was
taken with the subject standing upright with the feet together and the
arms hanging loosely by her sides, breathing normally, as previously
reported [28–30].

Nutritional intervention
Subjects who fulfilled inclusion/exclusion criteria were administered the
replacement meal VLCKD protocol consisting of three stages: active, re-
education, and maintenance. A commercial weight-loss program was used
for the VLCKD (New Penta, Cuneo, Italy). After nutritional status assessment,
the active-stage diet was prepared by a qualified nutritionist and prescribed
by the endocrinologist. The VLCKD provided a total daily energy intake of
<800 kcal. The breakdown of macronutrients was as follows: 13%
carbohydrates (<30 g/day); 43% protein (1.2–1.5 g/kg ideal body weight);
44% lipids (including 10 g/day extra virgin olive oil as the only seasoning
fats). The VLCKD was based on protein from high biological value
preparations derived from peas, eggs, soy and whey. In particular, all
replacement meals used in this protocol contained between 15 g and 18 g
high biological value protein. The average biological value of the
replacement meals used in this protocol was about 110, therefore higher
than the reference protein (chicken egg protein (albumin) whose glycemic
index is 100). In compliance with international recommendations, patients
were given multi-vitamin and saline supplements to maintain physiological
acid/base balance (PentaCal, Penta, s.r.l., Cuneo, Italy) (B complex vitamins, C
and E vitamins, minerals, including potassium, sodium, magnesium, calcium,
and omega-3 fatty acids). During the ketosis phase, participants were asked
to perform 30min of moderate physical activity three times a week.
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Bioelectrical impedance analysis
To avoid inter-device and inter-observer variability, bioelectrical impe-
dance analysis was performed by the same certified clinical nutritionist
using the same phase-sensitive BIA-device (an 800 A current, frequency
50 kHz BIA 101 RJL, Akern Bioresearch, Florence, Italy) [31]. In compliance
with European Society of Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition (ESPEN)
guidelines [32], all participants lay supine with limbs slightly apart from
the body, did not eat, drink or exercise for 6 h or ingest alcohol for 24 h
before assessment. Immediately before applying the electrodes, shoes and
socks were removed and the contact surfaces cleaned with alcohol.
Electrodes (BIATRODES Akern Srl; Florence, Italy) were placed proximal to
the phalangeal-metacarpal joint on the dorsal surface of the right hand
and distal to the transverse arch on the superior surface of the right foot.
The sensing electrodes were placed midway between the distal projection
of the radius and ulna of the right wrist and between the medial and
lateral malleoli of the right ankle [33]. All measurements were performed
under strictly standardized conditions and with the same device to avoid
inter-observer and inter-device variability. In particular, as reported by Kyle
et al. [32], all patients were asked to empty their bladder 30min before the
BIA evaluation. The device was routinely checked with resistors and
capacitors of known values. Reliability for intraday and interday measure-
ments by the same observer was <2% for R, < 2.5% for Xc, and <3.3% for R,
< 2.8% for Xc, respectively. The coefficient of variation (CV) of repeated
measurements of R and Xc at 50 kHz was determined in 10 females by the
same observer: CVs were 1.4% for R and 1.3% for Xc. PhA was derived from
the conditions at 50 kHz according to the following formula: PhA
(°, degrees)= arc tangent Xc/R*(180/π).

Compliance adherence
Compliance to the VLCKD and the physical activity recommendation was
assessed by weekly individual telephone counseling according to a
structured support program developed by an endocrinologist and
nutritionist. β-hydroxybutyrate was measured from capillary blood once
a week by test strips (Optium Xceed Blood Glucose and Ketone Monitoring
System; Abbott Laboratories, Chicago, IL, USA). In particular, at baseline
and on Day 31, β-hydroxybutyrate levels were measured at the outpatient
clinic, while ketosis status was verified directly once a week by patients on
telephone recall.

Assay methods
Blood samples were collected between 8.00–10.00 a.m. after an overnight
fast of at least 8 h, and subsequently stored at −80 °C until processed.
High-sensitivity (hs)-CRP levels were determined by a high-sensitivity
CardioPhase nephelometric assay of Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics
(Marburg, Germany). The CV of intra- and interassay was <7%.

Statistical analysis
Only subjects who completed the study and had both baseline and final
measurements were included in the analysis. Data were analyzed using the
SPSS Software and MedCalc® package. Results were described as mean ±
standard deviation (SD) or percentage (%). Data distribution was evaluated
by a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Skewed variables were normalized by a
logarithm and re-converted into tables and figures. The differences in
variables at baseline and after the VLCKD were compared using the
Student’s paired t-test. The chi square (χ2) test was used to determine the
significance of differences in frequency distribution across BMI categories.
Spearman’s correlation was used to assess the association between pre/
post intervention percentage changes (delta Δ%). A partial correlation was
performed to control for effects of BMI and age as confounding factors on
the correlation between Δ PhA and Δ hs-CRP. Because this was a pilot
study, no power calculations were performed. It follows that all findings
need to be confirmed by larger clinical trials.

RESULTS
Two hundred and sixty women with overweight/obesity, aged
37.6 ± 14.1 years were included in the analyses. All the participants
were evaluated after 1 month during the VLCKD active stage.
Compliance with diet and physical activity recommendations, and
capillary testing for ketosis in the morning just before breakfast,
were tested once a week on telephone recall. After 1 month (Day
31) of the active stage VLCKD, mean weight loss percentage
was 41.9%.
The anthropometric characteristics and physical activity of the

study population at baseline and during the active stage VLCKD
after 1 month (Day 31) are shown in Table 1.
Along with the significant decrease in body weight, BMI, WC,

and Xc, the distribution of participants across the BMI categories
was significantly modified after the VLCKD, with the prevalence of
normal weight and overweight individuals increasing and the
prevalence of individuals with Grade III obesity dropping (p <
0.001).
Figures 1 and 2 report PhA and hs-CRP changes. Post-VLCKD

PhA measures were significantly increased, while hs-CRP levels
were significantly reduced (p < 0.001).
At 1 month (Day 31) during the active stage VLCKD), BMI, WC,

and hs-CRP levels had decreased (Δ −7.3 ± 2.9%, Δ −6.3 ± 5.0%,
and Δ −38.9 ± 45.6%; respectively), while R, Xc, and PhA had risen
(Δ +1.4 ± 8.9%, Δ +9.8 ± 15.5%, and Δ +8.6 ± 12.5%; respectively).

Table 1. Anthropometric characteristics and physical activity of the study population baseline and during the VLCKD active stage after 1 month
(31st day).

Parameters Participants baseline
Mean ± SD or number (%) n= 260

Participants 31st day of VLCKD
Mean ± SD or number (%) n= 260

Δ% *p-value

Weight (kg) 95.3 ± 16.6 88.3 ± 15.5 −7.3 ± 2.9 <0.001

BMI (kg/m2) 35.7 ± 5.4 33.0 ± 5.1 <0.001

Normal-weight (n, %) 0 (0.0%) 12 (4.6%) +4.6 χ2= 10.3, p= 0.013

Overweight (n, %) 42 (16.2%) 71 (27.3%) +11.1 χ2= 8.9, p= 0.003

Grade I obesity (n, %) 81 (31.2%) 86 (33.1%) +1.2 χ2= 0.1, p= 0.707

Grade II obesity (n, %) 83 (31.9%) 66 (25.4%) −6.5 χ2= 2.4, p= 0.121

Grade III obesity (n, %) 54 (20.8%) 25 (9.6%) −11.2 χ2= 11.7, p < 0.001

WC (cm) 104.4 ± 15.5 97.7 ± 14.6 −6.3 ± 5.0 <0.001

WC< 88 cm 44 (16.9%) 79 (30.4%) −13.5 χ2= 12.3, p < 0.001

WC ≥ 88 cm 216 (83.1%) 181 (69.6%)

Physical activity (yes) 88 (33.8%) 88 (33.8%) 0 χ2= 0.01, p= 0.926

R (Ω) 478.0 ± 73.1 482.6 ± 69.3 +1.4 ± 8.9 0.065

Xc (Ω) 46.3 ± 9.4 50.3 ± 9.6 +9.8 ± 15.5 <0.001

SD standard deviation, VLCKD very low-calorie ketogenic diet, BMI Body mass index, WC waist circumference, R resistance, Xc reactance.
*A p value in bold type denotes a significant difference (p < 0.05).
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Correlation between the changes in Δ hs-CRP and changes in
anthropometric parameters and PhA (Δ) are reported in Table 2.
Changes in Δ hs-CRP were significantly correlated with changes in
BMI, WC, and PhA (p < 0.001).
Finally, as reported in Fig. 3, after adjusting for Δ BMI, ΔWC, age,

and physical activity the correlation between changes in Δ PhA
and Δ hs-CRP remained statistically significant, even if attenuated
(r= 0.16, p= 0.024, confidence interval 3.14–7.22). Interestingly,
the correlation between Δ PhA and Δ hs-CRP was also
independent of the percentage weight loss (r=−0.25, p < 0.001).

DISCUSSION
This pilot study aimed to evaluate the early effect of a VLCKD on
PhA, employed as an inflammation status marker in a large sample
of women with overweight and obesity during the active stage of
a VLCKD program. All study participants complied with the first,
month-long, active-stage of the VLCKD protocol, obtaining
significant weight loss. Along with the expected rapid effect on
body weight and WC, we also observed significant increases in
PhA that were inversely correlated to hs-CRP levels even after the
adjustment for common confounding variables, such as BMI, WC,
age, and physical activity. As reported by EASO guidelines [6],
patients were expected to reach about 80% of their target weight
loss after 30 and 45 days of the VLCKD program, depending on

their individual weight-loss rate. We observed a lower weight loss
mean (41.9%) in our study population. Of note is the fact that the
correlation between Δ PhA and Δ hs-CRP was also independent of
weight-loss percentage.
A growing body of evidence demonstrates that increased

adipose tissue deposits correlate directly with increased systemic
inflammation [34]. Chronic, low-grade inflammation associated
with excess, dysfunctional visceral adipose tissue is an underlying
feature of obesity-related diseases [35]. It follows that diets geared
to reducing inflammation are particularly useful in patients with
obesity [36], clinical evidence indicating the ability of ketogenic
diets to induce more significant reductions of inflammation than
other nutritional interventions [10]. While the weight-loss and
weight-control efficacy of VLCKDs have been evidenced, their
relationship with inflammation, particularly in the early phase of
the diets’ active stage, remains, however, still largely unexplored.
The ketone bodies produced during a VLCKD exert fast effective

anti-inflammatory effects through different mechanisms, including
the activation of the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor
gamma and the receptor hydroxy-carboxylic acid receptor 2,
inhibition of NF-κB activation, inhibition of NLRP3 inflammasome
[13], evidenced by lower levels of circulating markers of inflamma-
tion, such as hs-CRP [12]. Investigations have recently begun to
explore the mechanisms, safety, and efficacy of ketogenic diets in
inducing weight loss and reducing the risk for several chronic
diseases, such as cancer, obesity, type 2 diabetes, and cardiovascular
diseases [37]. It has been shown that by reducing carbohydrate
intake, the ketogenic diet induces fatty acid mobilization from
adipose tissue. Fatty acids are oxidized to produce ketone bodies, an
important energy substrate, leading to reduced body weight and
subsequently lowering chronic inflammation and the risk of obesity-

Fig. 1 The change of PhA during the VLCKD active stage after
1 month (31st day). Post-VLCKD PhA measures were significantly
increased (p < 0.001). VLCKD very low-calorie ketogenic diet, PhA
Phase Angle.

Fig. 2 The change of hs-CRP during the VLCKD active stage after
1 month (31st day). Post-VLCKD, hs-CRP levels were significantly
reduced (p < 0.001). VLCKD very low-calorie ketogenic diet, hs-CRP,
high-sensitivity C-reactive protein.

Table 2. Correlation among Δ hs-CRP with Δ anthropometric
parameters and Δ PhA (%).

Parameters r *p-value

Δ BMI (%) −0.31 <0.001

Δ WC (%) −0.36 <0.001

Δ PhA (%) −0.25 <0.001

BMI Body mass index, WC waist circumference, PhA Phase Angle.
*A p value in bold type denotes a significant difference (p < 0.05).

Fig. 3 The correlation between Δ PhA and Δ hs-CRP remained
statistically significant after adjusted for possible confounding
factors, including Δ BMI, Δ WC, age, and physical activity; (r=
0.16, p= 0.024, confidence interval 3.14–7.22). PhA Phase angle,
hs-CRP high-sensitivity C-reactive protein.
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related diseases [38]. In this context, we previously reviewed current
evidence supporting the usefulness of VLCKD in psoriasis, a chronic
skin immune-mediated disease, which, like obesity, is characterized
by chronic underlying inflammation, reporting the clinical indica-
tions supporting the use of this dietary protocol as a potential first-
line treatment in psoriatic patients with obesity [13].
Interestingly, obesity, obesity-related diseases, and nutrition

have been observed to be strictly related to severity of the novel
coronavirus disease, CoVID-19 [39–41]. Of note is the very recent
focus on clinically prescribing VLCKD for patients with obesity and
CoVID-19 infection [42]. The physiological increase of ketone
bodies induced by a ketogenic diet with resultant anti-
inflammatory and immunomodulating effects, may prove to be
important tools in both the prevention and treatment of infection,
as well as on potential adverse outcomes of CoVID-19 infection
[42]. In this context, Cornejo-Pareja I et al. [43] showed PhA to be a
prognostic factor for mortality at 90 days in patients with CoVID-
19 infection. Indeed, independent of age, sex, BMI, and
comorbidities, a low PhA (<3.95°) was a predictor of mortality
risk in 127 patients diagnosed with CoVID-19 [43]. These findings
suggest that the evaluation of PhA should be routinely included as
a mortality risk predictor in the clinical assessment of COVID-19
patients on admission to hospital [43].
The present study is the first to report that PhA changes during

active stage VLCKD occurred very early on during the treatment
program and were independent of confounding variables
influencing PhA values, especially weight loss. The study confirms
and extends our previous clinical investigation into the long [2]
and short-term [12] anti-inflammatory effects of VLCKDs, eviden-
cing inflammatory biomarker modifications during the first month
of active stage VLCKD, before the expected 80% weight loss had
been achieved. The early anti-inflammatory effects observed in
our study population support the proposed use of the VLCKD as a
first-line dietary intervention to obtain a rapid effect on the
obesity-related inflammatory status. This early effect is an
interesting premise for employing this dietary intervention as
part of the management of patients with overweight and obesity,
in association with long-term lifestyle strategies to reduce the risk
of weight regain. In addition, the inverse relationship between
PhA and hs-CRP underpins the role PhA could have as an easy-to-
use diagnostic tool to detect inflammation instead of blood
sampling and expensive biochemical assays. Furthermore, since
persistent inflammation has been recognized as one of the factors
involved in the weight regain [44], monitoring PhA changes

during early active-phase VLCKD could prove a simple predictor of
persistent inflammatory and individual weight-loss rate during the
ketogenic phases. This, in turn, would be instrumental to
developing patient-specific VLCKD protocols.
Our study has a number of strengths but also limitations. First,

this pilot study of a large adult population involved a single-center
analysis that may have introduced some selection bias. Never-
theless, in light of the clear gender differences in both PhA values
and CRP levels [45], population homogeneity was improved by
included only women, of which women of reproductive age were
examined at the same menstrual phase. Second, as a pilot study,
we did not extend our observations to the end of the active stage
and subsequent VLCKD stages. However, the very short observa-
tion period obviated patient drop out. Furthermore, as a purely
diet-based weight loss strategy, VLCKD mirrored long-term weight
loss, which is per se an effective non-pharmacologic strategy for
lowering CRP levels [46]. Third, we did not include a control group
to confirm that it is ketosis, rather than weight loss per se to exert
the anti-inflammatory effect of VLCKD. However, the benefits of
short and long-VLCKDs on inflammation in subjects with obesity
have been largely demonstrated [9, 12], along with the superiority
of VLCKDs compared to standard hypocaloric diets to induce
weight loss [2]. Fourth, we did not analyze other inflammatory
markers. However, CRP is the most studied inflammatory
biomarker for a variety of pathologic processes [47]. In addition,
as a direct BIA measurement, PhA is not influenced by altered
tissue hydration in the algorithmic computations to assess other
body composition compartments [48, 49]. Moreover, we did not
evidence any causal effect of CRP levels on PhA, thus supporting
the hypothesis that any negative correlation observed is likely
without a direct causal link. Other strengths of this study were our
adjustment of PhA and hs-CRP levels for commonly confounding
factors, including age and BMI, and the performance and
interpretation of BIA measurements by only one clinical nutri-
tionist to minimize inter-operator variability.

CONCLUSION
This is the first report of a study of a large overweight/obese
female population treated with a VLCKD to evidence after just
31 days of treatment a significant reduction in patient inflamma-
tory status, as evaluated by hs-CRP levels, and an improvement in
PhA, a non-invasive bioimpedance marker, following adjustment
for common confounding variables, such as BMI, age, and physical

Fig. 4 After 31 days of VLCKD hs-CRP levels decreased and PhA increased. Changes in PhA could offer to clinicians a possible diagnostic
tool to evaluate changes in the inflammation status of VLCKD-treated patients, avoiding blood sampling and expensive biochemical
inflammation screening tests. In addition, changes in PhA could be useful in the correct planning of the VLCKD protocol stages. VLCKD very
low-calorie ketogenic diet, hs-CRP high sensitivity Creactive protein, PhA phase angle.
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activity. Changes in PhA could offer endocrinologists an easy
clinical diagnostic tool to evaluate changes in the inflammation
status of VLCKD-treated patients, avoiding blood sampling and
expensive biochemical inflammation screening tests. For nutri-
tionists, changes in PhA could be useful in the correct planning of
the VLCKD protocol stages (Fig. 4). Further studies on different
population samples of both genders undergoing a VLCKD are,
however, warranted to highlight early changes in PhA and hs-CRP
levels, while an extended follow-up at each VLCKD stage is
required to monitor the long-term anti-inflammatory effects of
VLCKDs during the weight-loss program.
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